Introduction
If q : Y → Σ is an elliptic surface (to be made precise) then the induced map of fundamental groups is an isomorphism if we consider Σ as an orbifold, [U] , [Dol] . Hence, we obtain a correspondence of flat bundles (by bundles we always mean complex vector bundles). Donaldson showed that each stable degree zero bundle over Y or Σ admits a unique Hermitian-YangMills (or anti-self-dual) connection. In fact, the obvious conditions on a bundle E ′ → Y to come from Σ, namely c 1 (E ′ ) ∈ q * H 2 (Σ) and c 2 (E ′ ) = 0, imply that this H.Y.M. connection is flat. So, there is a correspondence of stable degree zero bundles over Y and Σ. The generalisation to all degrees has been shown by Bauer, [B] , via a direct proof in algebraic geometry.
Donaldson's result has been extended by several authors to parabolic bundles, theorem 5.2. This and the use of extension results for flat bundles, theorem 5.4, gives an identification of stable parabolic degree zero bundles over (Σ, P ) and (Y, P ′ ), where P is a finite collection of generic points in Σ and P ′ = q −1 (P ), with representations of the fundamental groups of Σ − P and Y − P ′ , respectively. These groups are again isomorphic and so, we have a correspondence of stable parabolic degree zero bundles over (Y, P ′ )
Elliptic surfaces
Throughout, let q : Y → Σ be an elliptic surface, i.e. Y is a compact complex surface, Σ a compact Riemann surface and q −1 (σ) an elliptic curve for generic, i.e. all but finitely many, σ ∈ Σ, c.f. [GH] , [BPV] . We will assume that any non-generic fibre is either a rational curve of multiplicity one with one self-intersection (called singular fibre) or a multiple elliptic curve and furthermore, that there is at least one singular fibre. Moishezon shows that all elliptic surfaces are deformation equivalent to the ones we consider, [Mo] . C acts onŨ in the standard way. After this construction is done for all multiple points σ ∈ Σ we think of Σ as an orbifold, cf. [FS] . Bauer points out that for all orbifold Riemann surfaces there exists an elliptic surface over it.
The natural gauge-theoretic objects on orbifolds are V-bundles: a (local, complex) rank r V-bundle E| U is isomorphic to
for some isotropies (a 1 , ..., a r ) ∈ {0, ..., m − 1} r . For any y ∈ Y σ we can choose coordinates (
Hence we can lift φ −1 • q locally to a regular map
uniquely up to the action of Z Z m . In particular, q is a map of orbifolds. A divisor on Σ can be represented by a finite sum D = i∈I σ i n i /m i where n i ∈ Z Z and m i the multiplicity of σ i ∈ Σ. The vertical divisors on Y are precisely the pull backs of divisors on Σ. Hence, [NasS] , the line bundles O(D ′ ) over Y with vertical divisor correspond to the line V-bundles over Σ.
As q is regular away from finitely many points theorem 2.1 implies that
is an isomorphism. Here, the orbifold fundamental group π V 1 (Σ) is an extension of π 1 (Σ) by a torsion group with unipotent elements corresponding to the multiple points. The isomorphism implies that the first betti number of Y is even and therefore Y is Kahler, by [Mi] . The correspondence between representations of the fundamental group and flat bundles on manifolds extends to orbifolds via the construction with simply connected coverings. Hence, the flat bundles over Y correspond to the flat V-bundles over Σ.
Parabolic bundles
Let P := {p 1 , ..., p n } be a collection of generic points in Σ and put P ′ := {P ′ j := q −1 (p j )} j=1...n ⊆ Y . A parabolic V-bundle E over the pair (Σ, P ) is a V-bundle E → Σ with proper filtrations
and weights 0 ≤ α j,1 < α j,2 < ... < α j,l j < 1 for all j = 1, ..., n. We call µ j,k := rank (E j,k /E j,k+1 ) the multiplicity of α j,k . Let α j be the diagonal matrix of rank equal to rank E and with entries α j,k (k = 1, ..., l j ) with multiplicities. Then put α(E) := {α 1 , ..., α n }. We will sometimes write |E| for the underlying genuine V-bundle. Correspondingly, one defines parabolic bundles
. If the bundle and the filtrations are holomorphic we speak of a holomorphic parabolic bundle. Thinking of vectors in E| P as having (the obvious) weights (+∞ being the weight of zero vectors), a morphism of parabolic bundles is a bundle map not decreasing the weight of any vector. In a direct sum of parabolic bundles the weight of a vector is the minimum of the weights of it's projections.
Let us fix a Kahler metric on Y with (1,1)-form ω ′ . When we use ordinary bundle invariants and operators (like c i , det or deg) on parabolic bundles we mean to apply them to the underlying bundles. Then we have
and similarly, par c 1 (
for all non-zero parabolic maps F → E, injective over some point in Σ and with rank F < rank E we have
Similarly for E ′ → (Y, P ′ ).
Statement of results
Being a map of orbifolds, q : Y → Σ induces pull backs of holomorphic parabolic V-bundles over Σ to holomorphic parabolic bundles over Y . Our main result is:
Theorem 4.1 Pulling back induces a correspondence between stable parabolic V-bundles E → (Σ, P ) and those stable parabolic bundles
In particular:
Theorem 4.2 Pulling back induces a bijection between stable V-bundles E over Σ and those stable bundles E
Theorem 4.2 has been shown (under some assumptions on the Kahler metric of Y , [B, p 511] ) by Bauer first, using algebraic geometry. Our goal is a differential-geometric proof of theorem 4.1 using the correspondence of stable parabolic bundles and parabolic H.Y.M. connections.
Let E → (Σ, P ) be a stable parabolic bundle, E ′ := q * E, T := Par End 0 E and T ′ := q * T = Par End 0 E ′ . The important thing to note is that T and T ′ are holomorphic (V-)bundles. We have the deformation complexes (of smooth sections)
be the space of stable structures on E with determinant O(D). Similarly, define M(E ′ , D ′ ) for E ′ := q * E and D ′ := q * D. Using the extension of standard deformation theory, [DK] , to parabolic bundles makes M(E ′ , D ′ ) into a Hausdorff complex space, see [KM95, p 83] and [Mu] , with a description near E ′ given by the zero set of a holomorphic map
By the vanishing of the second cohomology over Σ, M(E, D) is even a complex manifold with a chart near E given by H
Proposition 4.3 (Bauer) Stability of E implies that
is an isomorphism.
This proposition and theorem 4.1 imply:
is an isomorphism of complex manifolds.
Σ, IR) and if the space M(E ′ ) of stable structures on E ′ is non-empty then
is uniquely determined by L and it's weights α ′ ;
(ii) we have
where the union is over isotropies a ∈ Z Z m 1 × ... × Z Z m k (k = ♯{ marked points on Σ}) compatible with L and M(L, r, a, α ′ ) is the space of stable structures on the unique rank r parabolic V-bundle over (Σ, P ) with determinant L, isotropies a and weights α ′ .
Stable parabolic bundles
Definition 5.1 A (parabolic) hermitian metric h ′ on a parabolic bundle
For a holomorphic parabolic bundle E ′ , h ′ induces a Chern connection on E ′ | Y =P ′ . So, one can talk of H.Y.M.-connections. Around P ′ j , a parabolic connection has holonomy conjugated to α ′ j , [KM93] , and can therefore not be extended over P ′ j , in general. A parabolic connection is called reducible if the parabolic bundle decomposes together with the connection. The bridge between algebraic and differential geometry is Theorem 5.2 ( [MS] , [SW] , [Mu] , [B93] , [NasS] 
) Any degree zero holomorphic parabolic bundle over a complex Kahler surface or orbifold of dimension one is stable if and only if it admits an irreducible H.Y.M. metric, unique up to isomorphism. Furthermore, an H.Y.M. connection has finite action.
The primary result, for genuine bundles, is due to Donaldson; Munari's proof relies on Simpson's work. A H.Y.M. connection over Σ is obviously flat.
connection is neccessarily flat.
Proof: By [Mu, p 100] or [G] we obtain the second (in particular the existence of) and, from [DK] , the third equality in
Theorem 5.4 (Munari, Biquard, Simpson) A holomorphic bundle over Y − P ′ (Σ − P ) with a flat hermitian metric extends uniquely (up to isomorphism) to a holomorphic parabolic bundle over (Y, P ) ((Σ, P )) such that the hermitian metric becomes a parabolic metric.
Now we prove theorem 4.1: Proof: At first, we treat the special case of degree zero bundles. If E → (Σ, P ) is stable and of degree zero, let A be the unique irreducible flat parabolic connection on E. By the uniqueness in theorem 5.4, A| Σ−P is still irreducible. The regularity of q| Y −P ′ away from finitely many points and theorem 2.1 imply that (q|
is an isomorphism. Hence, if E ′ := q * E and A ′ := q * A then A ′ is an irreducible flat parabolic connection and hence E ′ is stable. Conversely, if E ′ → (Y, P ′ ) is stable and of degree zero, let A ′ be the unique parabolic H.Y.M. connection, which is flat by lemma 5.3 and A ′ | Y −P ′ is irreducible. We push forward (E ′ , A ′ )| Y −P ′ to Σ − P . By theorem 5.4, this push forward extends uniquely to a holomorphic parabolic bundle with irreducible parabolic connection (E, A) → (Σ, P ). As q * (E, A) and (E ′ , A ′ ) are isomorphic over Y − P ′ the uniqueness of theorem 5.4 implies that they are isomorphic over (Y, P ′ ). We are finished with the degree zero case.
To show the general case, fix a generic point p ∈ Σ − P and let ∆ :=
be the holomorphic line bundle with divisor p and define the holomorphic parabolic line bundle
gives a stable parabolic bundle of degree zero over (Σ, P ∪ {p}) ((Y, P ′ ∪ {q −1 (p)})). Furthermore, we have par c 2 (E ′ ⊗ L ′ d ) = 0. So we are reduced to the degree zero case. 2
We use Bauer's arguments, [B, p 514] , to prove proposition 4.3: Proof: The sheaf T can be considered as a sheaf on Σ or on |Σ|, the underlying Riemann surface of the orbifold Σ, see the correspondence between V-bundles and parabolic bundles in section 5 of [FS] . As sheaves, q * T ′ = T . The Leray spectral sequence induces an exact sequence, [BPV, p 10] 
where q * 1 T ′ is the first direct image sheaf of T ′ . It suffices to see that H 0 (Σ, q * 1 T ′ ) = 0. Relative duality, [BPV, p 99] , gives
where K |Σ| is the canonical bundle. By [BPV, p 98, [161] [162] ,
where the sum is over the singular points σ i of Σ, q * 1 O Y is locally free of rank one since all the other sheaves in this identity are, and
In particular, [GH, p 472] , which is equal to the positive number of singular fibres, cf. [U] . Now,
and any non zero section of this induces a non zero map E → E ⊗ L for a negative line V-bundle L. This is ruled out by stability of E. 2 6 Smooth parabolic bundles There is an equivalence between smooth line V-bundles over Σ and H 2 V (Σ, Z Z), [FS] . As we don't have a sufficient theory of V-cohomology however, our proof is not by showing injectivity of H
Let us write q ′ : SL ′ → SL for the induced map of circle bundles. We use the isomorphism q * : π 1 (Y ) → π V 1 (Σ) and the commutative diagram 
, where U 0 is as in theorem 2.1, and we are working on SL ′ | q −1 (U 0 ) = S 1 × q −1 (U 0 ). So we can lift some homotopy (inside q −1 (U 0 )) with boundary ∂H ′ to one relating ∂H to (k ′ ) n . Hence, q ′ * is an isomorphism. Seifert proved that π V 1 (SL) =
where g is the genus of Σ and m i is the multiplicity of σ i . Furthermore, the isotropy β i mod m i of L at σ i and deg L = b + n 1 β i /m i are independent of the choices of lifts g i , a j and b j of the generators of π V 1 (Σ). By the isomorphism of the above extensions and if SL ′ is trivial, we can choose lifts such that all β i 's are zero as well as b. By theorem 2.2, this implies that L is trivial. 2 Now we prove proposition 4.5: Proof: Theorem 4.1 implies the existence of some L → Σ with det E ′ = q * L and that the parabolic filtration of E ′ along P ′ is by trivial bundles; in particluar c 2 (E ′ ) = 0. Proposition 6.1 gives the uniqueness of L. Now, |E ′ | is uniquely determined by det E ′ . Two different filtrations of E ′ | P ′ j by trivial subbundles are related by a map P ′ j → Sl(r, I C) which can be extended to an isomorphism of E ′ being the identity outside a tubular neighbourhood of P ′ j since Sl(r, I C) is simply connected. This shows (i). After the last argument and by theorem 2.2, part (ii) follows from proposition 6.1 and theorem 4.1. 2
